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FEHA and Tort Claim against the City of Westminster
SUMMARY

Cameron Knauerhaze,

Commander

at the Westminster

the position of Police Captain at the Westminster
has been

employed

the process (

with

the

scoring 96%),

City

of

Westminster

Police Department,

Police Department
since

tested for

in Fall 2017. He

1996. After coming

out#

1 in

the police chief passed him over for the promotion three

times as result of cronyism and retaliation for reporting misconduct. Although these
issues were reported to his supervisor, adverse conduct has continued against him,

resulting in the recent Police Captain eligibility list and the promotion of the Chiefs
best friend

day. His friend and " godfather" ( in the chiefs words) to his
children did not test for the position, retired as a lieutenant from his former agency
the same

in 2012 ( LA Sheriffs-

where they both worked),
and has no current POST certificates
as described in the job description for this position. In this time, further

unprofessional,

unethical, and illegal conduct has also continued to manifest

throughout the organization. Many employees are intimidated to come forward. In

accordance with the law and department and city policy, reports are made to the
Human Resources Director at the City of Westminster. The flawed promotional
process aspect of this complaint

has been presented

to the Westminster

Police

Officers' Association as the methods now use require a meet and confer.

The City of Westminster has policies that prohibit conflicting relationships; outline

fair promotional processes; harassment, discrimination, and retaliation. A lengthy
Office of Independent Review ( OIR) document/ audit exists pursuant to a major
Federal

lawsuit

sparked

by

a retaliation

case (

Flores,

Perez, Reyes).

This document

was authored by Attorney Michael Genaco, Esq. which the Department continues to
ignore.
DETAILS

Around October of 2017, Knauerhaze tested for the position of Police Captain.
Knauerhaze was invited to an oral interview panel. The interview panel consisted of

police chiefs and an attorney, Mr. Michael Gennaco. The panel reviewed the resumes
of the candidates which included their education and work experience.
received

total

a

score

of

96%

Knauerhaze

and was ranked number one on the eligibility list.

Knauerhaze found out from his fellow Commanders how they scored as well.
Michael Chapman
Lauderback

stated

scored #

that he scored #

4 ( 86%).

2. Al Panella

stated

that he scored #

3. Mark

Soon after the list was established, Al Panella was

promoted to Captain ( working title of Deputy Chief).
On January 25, 2018, The Chief called Knauerhaze into his office and told him he was

promoting Al Panella. Knauerhaze was surprised that he selected Al since he already
had

plans

to retire. (

Knauerhaze would later find out from Van Woodson that Al was

asked to delay his retirement by Chief Ornelas). To many, this was a typical ' Pension
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Spiking' maneuver that is typically seen at agencies with ' single highest year' PERS
retirements.

In that conversation with the Chief, Knauerhaze asked what he could do to improve

himself for the position. Knauerhaze has asked this every time he has been in this
type of post- promotional interview process as a display of learning and humility.
The Chief' s immediate response was " Cameron you' re only 42, I made Captain at 52,
you have a long way to go before you see captain."
Knauerhaze stated that his age
should not prohibit him from being successful in this process. Knauerhaze told him
that he planned to retire at age 50 and has no plans to work past that age, per the
PERS

retirement

plan and

contract

with

the city ( 3% @50

formula).

The Chief

became visibly upset, red in the face, and hunched over in his seat. He leaned toward
Knauerhaze and in an aggressive and condescending tone said, " You remind me of
Paul Tanaka.
was

a

Paul ' buffaloed'

horrible

captain—

his way up

no one

the ranks

and

did

not earn

positions—

he

him." Knauerhaze was confused and

respected

taken back, and then realized Paul Tanaka was Ralph' s boss at the Los Angeles

County Sheriffs Department and had been convicted of several felonies and was
sent to prison for corruption. Knauerhaze would later learn Ralph testified against
Tanaka in Federal Court, which would explain his disdain for Tanaka. Ralph has

spoken at several management meetings about his dislike of Tanaka. Ornelas' s
testimony against Tanaka is well documented

online. The FBI used Ornelas as a

witness', but through his own cooperation and testimony was likely complicit in
Tanaka' s conduct; namely hiding an FBI informant within the jail system. Over 20
LA Sheriff officials were indicted in this probe and many went to prison.
Knauerhaze was hurt and frankly crushed by this comparison. Knauerhaze has been
a police officer for over 20 years and has a flawless employment record, numerous

department medals and commendations, and no history of misconduct. Knauerhaze
is a well- respected member of the law enforcement community and non- profit
community. Knauerhaze was appointed by his own mayor to serve as a
commissioner, where he is now in his second term ( now as a planning
commissioner).

Knauerhaze coach' s baseball and soccer and has worked hard in

maintaining a good reputation for both his professional and personal life.
Knauerhaze reported the interaction to Deputy Chief Bill Collins. It was a clear
policy violation by the Chief, regarding using age to determine success in the
promotional process. It is clearly a violation of recruitment and applications, city

policy, state/ federal law. It was also a policy violation by the Chief in using
disparaging remarks and unwelcome conduct towards Knauerhaze. Deputy Chief
Collins assured Knauerhaze

he would address it with the Chid and agreed that the

Chief' s conduct was disturbing.
The following day 1/ 26/ 18, the Chief went into Knauerhaze' s office alone and closed
the door. The Chief said he heard from Collins that Knauerhaze had made a

complaint and he wanted to apologize for his remarks about his age and comparing
him to Paul Tanaka. The Chief then walked around Knauerhaze' s desk and started
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hugging him. Knauerhaze took this as an obvious acknowledgement of the Chief' s
misconduct, especially since he was a new Chief and ' at will'. The Chief asked if they
could start over.
Knauerhaze accepted his apology in hopes that the Chief would
just leave his office. Keep in mind, Knauerhaze hardly knows the Chief.
Knauerhaze
was still upset and had not slept or eaten since the prior contact with the Chief in his
office on 1- 25- 18.

This same day, Knauerhaze reported this second meeting to Deputy Chief Collins as
Knauerhaze

was concerned

how the Chief felt about him since Knauerhaze

would be

a candidate for future promotions.
From that point on, Chief Ornelas changed his interaction with Knauerhaze for the
worse.

On February 1, 2018, Sgt. Vandergrift contacted Knauerhaze and told him there was
an unprofessional
was

in the

also

promotional

Panella

and

conversation

room (

process

between

he and Chief Ornelas; Corporal

Fletcher

WC' s Office). He said the Chief spoke about the Captain
that

and

Mike Chapman,"

his decision

was

tough, "

It was really between Al

said the Chief. Knauerhaze thought it was odd that he

was being ignored. Commander Mike Chapman is due to retire August 2019. Later

that day, Knauerhaze asked the Chief about his comments about his decision- making
process and he denied making them. He said he was misunderstood. Knauerhaze
said he was embarrassed/ humiliated that the Chief was talking about the
promotional process with his subordinates. The Chief became visibly upset ( red in
the

face, pacing, increased

tone

of voice).

Knauerhaze left his office.

On February 22, 2018, Knauerhaze was told that on top of his primary patrol duties,
he would oversee the detective bureau. Knauerhaze was next in line to take over

detectives completely as it had been discussed for weeks. This has always been a
full- time

assignment

for

a commander—

but now Knauerhaze was the exception.

Knauerhaze was given a set schedule of Sunday and Monday in Patrol 0600- 1600
hrs. In addition, Tuesday and Wednesday in Detectives, no set hours. The chief
directed him to occupy two offices ( one on the first floor in patrol/ one on the

second floor in detectives) and move to the corresponding office each day for each
assignment. The Chief said Knauerhaze was now in charge of patrol and detectives.

This was a big span of control and Knauerhaze was the ONLY commander with two
different job duties, managing two divisions, two different offices ( 30 plus
employees) and to be on- call with the expectation to respond to emergencies
related

to

both

assignments.

This

equated

to twice

the workload—

more than any

other commander. As the now Senior Commander, Knauerhaze, asked Deputy Chief
Collins why he was splitting duties and " schedule dependent" for 2 days of the week.
Knauerhaze also said that this was an abrupt change of schedule and he had

childcare considerations that he was already financially responsible for with his 4
and 7- year- old children. The MOU provides that Commanders are not schedule

dependent ( exempt) employees. Knauerhaze told Collins that he was being set up to
fail. Collins later came back to Knauerhaze and said " Dude, pick your battles, the
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Chief threatened

to remove you from detectives

if you have a problem with it".

Obviously, this was retaliation for Knauerhaze speaking up about the MOU. This
assignment change was sent out in email to the whole department. Knauerhaze

went home that evening and made arrangements with his wife and kids for their

school. The Chief wanted Knauerhaze moved into this new schedule immediately
but gave no cause other than it was his prerogative. Schedule changes typically
allow for all employees to have plenty of notice ( as defined in the current MOU
agreement

WPOA

with all

which Knauerhaze

members).

This is memorialized in several emails, one in

was later found to be correct in his interpretation

of the MOU.

After conferring with lawyers from LCW, the Chief had to author a clarification
memo to the whole department about Knauerhaze and his duties. Again, more
humiliation as the clarification memo was now known as the `Knauerhaze memo'.

This entire time, other commanders had full schedule flexibility by attending to their
kids' games, school events, and one patrol commander even manipulated his

schedule to teach at a local police academy. Knauerhaze would often cover those

days as a mandatory, schedule dependent assignment while the other commander
was able to ` double dip' in uniform during his work schedule. Knauerhaze
complained to Deputy Chief Collins who later counseled the other commander on

his spotty schedule. This was the newly promoted, junior commander.
On February 24, 2018, the Chief came into Knauerhaze' s office and discussed the

schedule and his concerns, which Knauerhaze thought had already been settled.
Knauerhaze

asked

the Chief about the MOU

and

he

said, "

If you don' t like my

decisions, file a grievance and see what happens. I expect more from a manager,
hmmm

MOU, ha- ha."

The Chief then abruptly left his office.

Around March 2018, there was discussion of an event involving Buddhists Monks in
a management meeting. Another commander and the Chief were talking and joking
across

the

the table

with

Monks— bunch

one

of

another

Monkeys".

and

the commander

said, "

we got to take

care of

The Chief laughed and told him just handle them.

At the time, Knauerhaze knew Jaclyn Mai, who was sitting next to the Chief, may be
Buddhist, and she appeared uncomfortable. After the meeting, Knauerhaze spoke to
her and apologized for the Chief' s behavior and for not addressing or stopping the
conduct in front of staff. She thanked him and confirmed that she is Buddhist, and

said she was OK. Knauerhaze told Deputy Chief Collins his disdain for this behavior
and Collins later spoke to Mai as well about the incident. Insensitive remarks like

this are department policy violations but when they are made and condoned at the
top, then nothing is done. This incident was not documented and the commander
was not disciplined.

On November 7, 2017, 1400 hrs., in a management meeting, a discussion was taking
place regarding an upcoming sergeant promotion. Knauerhaze recommended the
department promote Senior Corporal Alan Aoki and several commanders agreed. He

is Japanese. Deputy Chief Panella commented that Alan Aoki strikes him as having
an Islander Personality, ' kind of lax' and the Chief nodded his head and laughed.
Knowing the business manager ( Filipino) and administrative assistant ( Vietnamese)
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were

Let'

in the
s move

room,
on,

I

Knauerhaze

am

What does that

asked, "

promoting

Jeremy

mean?"

The chief replied,

Hill" ( who has less police experience,

no

corporal experience). Again, an insensitive remark in violation of department policy,
and likely a reason Aoki did not get promoted. The chief did nothing to address this
conduct.

On November 12, 2018, at 0700, Knauerhaze told the Chief that Officer Frani
Echavarria was 6- 8 weeks pregnant and just wanted supervisors aware of her

pregnancy. The Chief told Knauerhaze that he needed to take her off patrol
immediately and transfer her to a different assignment. Knauerhaze told the Chief
that he cannot do that unless she has a doctor' s note with certain restrictions.

The

Chief disagreed and told Knauerhaze that he was' over thinking' it and this was the
safest thing for everyone. Knauerhaze reminded the Chief about federal law and

department policy prohibit involuntary transfers of this kind and if anything, that
Human Resources should be consulted if there is confusion. The Chief then became

visibly upset ( red in the face, pacing, increased tone of voice) and stormed out.
Knauerhaze refused to transfer Frani until she later requested the transfer and
provided a doctor' s note from her healthcare provider. Commander Upstill was also
advised of Knauerhaze' s concern for Ornelas' s illegal request. Upstill agreed and

said the request by the Chief was wrong.
FINANCIAL INDISCRETIONS

On many occasions Knauerhaze has witnessed Chief Ornelas pay for meals at lunch
with his city credit card. On one occasion, at least eight members of command and
support staff went to a Sushi Place in Costa Mesa ( for no other reason than lunch)
and

the Chief paid

for

the

entire

meal.

He laughed

and said, "

We talked about work",

but in fact no work was discussed. Knauerhaze told Deputy Chief Collins [ who was
present] this made him feel uncomfortable
said

he

would

look into it. The

chief

and that it was illegal and unethical. He

later hid the

expense

in the

training&

meeting

budget. The same budget is supposed to pay for employee' s training.
The chief' s administrative

assistant also performs personal work for the Chief while

on city time. For example, the Chief teaches and speaks on gangs in LA and Orange
County. He is compensated by the school where he teaches in LA. Knauerhaze has
personally seen her doing his PowerPoints for him since he does not know how to
make one himself. This took hours away from her work time.
The Chief also thought his office was too bright and spent about$ 3000 to have his

windows tinted to his standard. Several people thought it was unusual since the

building has window shades. The Chief let everyone know that they could tint their
windows too. These examples are just a few of illegal and unethical spending of
taxpayer

money—

also poor judgment for a Chief of a city that just received a

Measure SS Sales tax increase for more important matters in the community. This is
being investigated further by PSU as there is more unlawful and frivolous spending
of public funds by the Chief.
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At a 2017 team building in San Diego, employees were each given $ 100 per diem for
the two- day class. The Chief invited staff to dinner (about 12 employees) at an
upscale Italian Restaurant in Little Italy, San Diego. The Chief, who has a salary of
over$ 400, 000. 00 a year, paid for the dinner. Knauerhaze later discovered that he
his city

hid the

meeting budget.
The same budget is supposed to pay for employees training. To the average person,
these meal expenses could be easily missed if you tried to find them in the budget-paid with

credit

card and

expense

in the training&

the dinner was close to $ 500. 00. There is also a charge for a LA Police Chief' s golf

tournament by Chief Ornelas in the same report. No WPD employee has ever been
allowed to charge a golf tournament to the police budget.

January 2019, the Chief called Knauerhaze into his office and told him he was
promoting Mark Lauderback to Captain ( Deputy Chief). He said Knauerhaze had no
professional standards experience ( PSU) and Mark did, making him more
experienced. Knauerhaze told him Mark had only been in that position for about 3
months ( or about

45 working days).

If PSU experience was all Knauerhaze lacked,

why was it offered to Mark in the first place and not Knauerhaze, the senior
commander,#

1 applicant on the Captain' s list? The Chief said his decision was final.

Commander ( now Deputy Chief) Lauderback has less sergeant experience, less
commander experience, less education ( Knauerhaze has a BS degree and a MA), no

executive leadership training ( Knauerhaze is a recent Claremont College- Drucker
Management School Graduate, paid for by the city in the amount of$ 10, 000) and
Lauderback has been disciplined within the last 6 months before this promotion for

not taking a citizen' s complaint about a police officer as required by California law
written reprimand).
He also scored last in the testing process by five outside
executives, yet approx. 3 months in PSU pushed him ahead of Knauerhaze for
selection of Captain. Lauderback also had a break in service from WPD and left to go
to Anaheim PD for a few years. For personal reasons, he left and returned to WPD. It
should also be noted that Knauerhaze has received great performance appraisals for

the last several years ( exceeds standards, all signed by the Chief), attended POST
Internal Affairs Training ( 2 times, about 40 hrs. each); and has conducted and
reviewed

first

several

internal

affairs

investigations,

all of which were accepted

upon

by Chief Ornelas). Commander Lauderback has conducted very
few, if any, Internal Affairs investigations, and those have been returned highly
review ( even

scrutinized. Upon inspection of Internal Affairs database, Knauerhaze found that
Chief Ornelas has never reviewed his performance in that system or logged on to

objectively review all of his work or experience. For example, Knauerhaze is the

only member of the command staff that has ever done a Skelly meeting and report
a task usually conducted by a Deputy Chief or Chief.
Commander Lauderback is always agreeable to Chief Ornelas; he never confronted
him

his

loyalty to the Chief— the definition of
cronyism. This was especially evident as Commander Chapman and Lauderback
assisted in Chris Branuelas' s son- in- law getting hired at WPD as an officer and WPD
on

misconduct;

and

provided

blind
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sponsoring him in the academy. Many corners were cut to make this happenincluding the performance of an incomplete background investigation and putting
him on payroll before the start of the academy so he could study. Knauerhaze has
never seen anything like this before at WPD.
On January 16, 2019, at around 0730, the Chief told Knauerhaze behind closed
doors, that he was making part- time/ commander Chris Branuelas, Interim Deputy
Chief for the rest of the year. Part- time commander is a new position that was

specially created by Chief Ornelas. The position was made for Branuelas and never
opened for the public to apply.
Keep in mind, Chris Branuelas is Ralph' s best friend that retired from Los Angeles
County Sheriffs Department( LASD). It has been said that the Chief tells people that
Chris is his kid's Godfather. Chris retired from LASD and no longer has a valid
California POST as required in the job flyer. Chris did not test for this position and has

been at WPD almost 2 years already, part- time. He has also been allowed to
telecommute from home which no other commander has been allowed to do and given
free

gas at

the Yard and a

company

car($

40, 000 Ford Explorer to aid in his commute

to Temecula) **].

The meeting in Knauerhaze' s office was also strategically done the day the Captain' s
eligibility list was set to expire. Knauerhaze contacted HR Director Sanders about

the list, and HR staff did not even know the date of the list expiring ( probably
because he purposely circumvented them). The Chief had expressed to Knauerhaze
that he does not think highly of the HR Director, Cyndie Sanders.
Previously, the Chief had extended all of the lists when qualified candidates
remained, and openings were imminent. If he knew an opening was coming and
only 3 months experience met his criteria when he promoted Lauderback, why did
he not mentor or coach Knauerhaze for the position? This was more evidence of
retaliation.

Knauerhaze asked the chief how long Branuelas would be in this position and was
told 10- 11 months or more. Per city policy, temporary appointments are generally
no more than six months. City policy also states that temporary appointments like
this should not occur unless there are no qualified candidates for the position. This
his

3

WPD—

hardly temporary as told to all
WPD and city hall staff several times. Branuelas is performing work that a full- time
employee typically does at that level. Although he is called a contract employee or a
would

make

consultant,

he

presence

enjoys

all

around

i. he

years

benefits

at

of a paid

city

employee (

FLSA

violation),

i. e.

city email address, assigned city car, assigned city office, attends city trainings and

staff retreats on the city' s dime.

Knauerhaze asked the Chief why he wasn' t selected and that it was starting to feel
personal. Knauerhaze said to the Chief, "feels like the writing is on the wall for me"
that he was never going to be promoted by him. When Knauerhaze asked the Chief
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if he should keep his options open to leave the organization for another job the Chief
quickly interjected and said he would do whatever was needed to get Knauerhaze
out the door. This was shocking, as Knauerhaze was a 20 plus year employee. The
department is at dangerously low staffing levels, down several positions and the
Chief made no effort to keep him employed. Knauerhaze reiterated that it sounded
somewhat personal and the Chief responded in a loud voice " whatever fits your

narrative" and walked out. Knauerhaze then contacted J. Mueller in, WPD payroll,
and inquired about Branuelas' s promotion transaction since Knauerhaze wanted to

file a grievance. Knauerhaze was told by Mueller that she was bypassed in the
process and the transaction was hand delivered to city hall, so she did not even see
it. She said that has never happened before and seemed suspicious.
THE CHRIS BRANULEAS AND CHIEF ORNELAS CONNECTION
The Chief told everyone

he will be at WPD for 5 years ( his contract), which makes it

obvious that he intends on having Chris here the duration of his 5- year contract as a
chief. Chris is his confidant and makes several decisions for the Chief and many in
the command

staff know the Chief could not do his job without him. The Chief

ignores other' s opinions on matters and instead runs his issues through Branuelas.
Even in Knauerhaze' s current position, he has been excluded from PSU related

meetings while Chris and departing Al Panella attend meetings that involve the city
attorneys. It is believed that excluding Knauerhaze from these meetings was
retaliatory in nature and reported to Al Panella. Knauerhaze is the only one that
worked PSU and has not, to this day, not been introduced to the various attorneys
that he is expected

to work with ( more retaliation)

in his assignment.

The Chief

called Knauerhaze at home to apologize for excluding him from these meetings ( all
SB 1421 related). There is reason to believe that Knauerhaze was deliberately kept
out of the process because he knew the Chief and Deputy Chief delayed this project,
a project that was known about since last year (
July 2018). Although the delay is
blamed on city staff, there are emails from months ago where LCW attorneys told all
Chiefs that this project was important and needed immediate attention. The email

was sent to command staff by the Chief. This blunder could cost thousands of dollars
in taxpayer money and open the city to more scrutiny and potential liability. The
files contain allegations of misconduct. Knauerhaze challenged the Chief on this
blunder and he said he would make the decisions and work with the attorneys
more

retaliation).

Knauerhaze is the custodian of records in these matters ( head of

excluding him was intentional so the Chief could cover his mistakes
and not be reported by Knauerhaze. Branuelas is also weighing in on employee
discipline ( ex., Miguel Gradilla case) and manipulating the contents to his liking. The
Internal

Affairs),

Chief should be the sole decision maker on discipline and Knauerhaze, as the PSU
Commander,

should be in the know on all Internal Affairs cases. Branuelas

Sgt. Esqueda

to change

the report

four

times—

has asked

bypassing Knauerhaze at every step.

On January 17, 2019, Commander Vandergrift called Knauerhaze at home in
disbelief of the news of Branuelas' s promotion. Vandergrift

then disclosed

to

Knauerhaze that it seemed " obviously personal" that Knauerhaze was not promoted.
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said, " You are one of the few that has the courage to stand- up to poor
Vandergrift went on to say that Knauerhaze will never be selected by the

Vandergrift
conduct."

Chief and that the Chief has already told Darin Upstill that he put him in Special
Operations so he could get more political face- time," just like Mark" and that" this is
what

got

Mark

promoted" (

referring to now Deputy Chief Lauderback).

Knauerhaze is being retaliated against by Chief Ornelas simply because he is
unwavering in his attempt to follow laws and policies and does not see eye to eye
with Chief Ornelas on a lot of matters. Knauerhaze is being denied promotions over
less qualified candidates and friends of Chief Ornelas for the captain position. It is

obvious to Knauerhaze that pursuing the captain position at this point is futile as the
Chief is already mentoring Commander Upstill for the position. Upstill and the Chief
workout at the neighborhood gym together, have known each other for many years
and his father is friends with the Chief.

Both Deputy Chief Al Panella and Bill Collins agree that the chief and Knauerhaze
have had conflict, and moreover, both agree that Knauerhaze is the most qualified

for the job, which has been expressed to the chief by both of them. Knauerhaze has
been told by both Al Panella and Bill Collins in separate conversations that the chief
is likely intimidated by Knauerhaze and his ethical and clean approach at managing
the department and treating employees fairly and equally. Deputy Chief Collins was
promoted by Ornelas to deputy chief in 2017 and Collins had never worked in the
Professional Standards Unit ( PSU), a mandatory requirement now in place for
Knauerhaze a year later after he reported the chief' s misconduct.

Cronyism was heavily addressed in the now public, OIR ( Office of Independent
Review) document and other previous lawsuits against the City of Westminster.
OTHER INCIDENTS INVOLVING RACIAL SLURS AND INSENSITIVE
CONDUCT

TOWARD

COMMUNITY

MEMBERS

In September of 2018, Chief, Knauerhaze and Commander Chapman were riding to
lunch together. Commander Chapman was talking about his daughter' s relationship
and he approved of her boyfriend. The Chief went on to discuss that his son, Gabe
likes

them ( women) '

girl without

warning

dark'. He said he remembers when he brought home a black
him— he

was

in

shock.

He

said, "

I was sitting there on the

couch and almost about fell out of my seat when they walked in. A warning would
have been nice." As a man married to a woman of color, Knauerhaze thought this

was a rude and insensitive comment and shocked to hear it coming from a police
chief.

In January of 2018 Deputy Chief Collins told Knauerhaze that he and the Chief were
at a conference in San Francisco when the Chief approached an African American
female he met there and inquired about her age. She was also a police official from a

Bay Area agency. When she replied with her age, he looked at her [ while in uniform]
and said to her, " You look good for your age, wow, black don' t crack". Collins
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expressed to Knauerhaze what an embarrassment this was to him and the
department.

On January 30, 2018, Sergeant Weber reported to Knauerhaze that he thought it was
inappropriate
them,

and

that the Chief bowed

then

repeatedly,

in

a

to Officer
cer Kubota

Japanese

tone of voice

s parents

when hes

KUBOTA,

said, "

oke to

KUBOTA"

as

they walked away. He laughed and kept at it a few more times. Knauerhaze thought
it was rude and insensitive to mock Kubota' s parents and reported this incident to

Deputy Chief Collins.
On May 7, 2018, Sergeant Adam and Knauerhaze were in the WC' S Office. The Chief
entered and they made small talk about their grade schools and teachers. The Chief

said he had mostly Jewish teachers. The Chief said to Knauerhaze in front of Adam,
If it

weren'

t for Jews,

York School

system".

Italians

wouldn'

Knauerhaze

t

have

an education—

they controlled the New

later asked Adam if he was offended since he was

born in Turkey ( and unsure of his religion), Adam said no, but that he thought it was
really rude. Knauerhaze did not confront the Chief in this regard, out of fear of more
retaliation.

In July 2018, Adam Arganda, a new Police Aide, was walking into the building prior
to his shift, as many do. He was wearing a Raiders football shirt. The Chief said to
Knauerhaze, "

What is he wearing?".

Knauerhaze saw the shirt and joked that it

should be a Chicago Bears shirt since he is a Bears fan. The Chief looked at
Knauerhaze

and was not amused. He said the shirt was unprofessional

and had

meaning behind it. Knauerhaze knows Adam is an amazing football player and plays
college football. The Chief said gang bangers wear that shirt; which is a blatant
stereotype of a male Hispanic, short hair, wearing a Raiders shirt. Knauerhaze has
seen officers up to the rank of commander come and go from the building before
work wearing sports shirts, none of which had been labeled as gang types. The
Chief confronted

Arganda and asked him to not wear the shirt. Adam Arganda

adult, Hispanic male who works in the Professional

Standards

is an

Unit.

In or around August of 2018, Deputy Chief Collins was in the Watch Commander' s

Office with other employees looking at a wanted flyer of robbery suspects. An
African American man was seen in the photo wearing a jogging suit. The Chief
looked

at

the photo

and said, "

Look, he' s wearing a Compton Tuxedo" making a

stereotypical reference to residents of Compton.
In December 2018, the chief and Knauerhaze were at lunch at California Pizza

KitLhen with Commander Branuelas, Commander Lauderback, Commander

Chapman and Deputy Chief Panella. They were telling cop stories and the Chief
chimed in and said he had a great story. Commander Chapman left to go to the
bathroom. It was a big table and he spoke loud enough for Knauerhaze to hear at the
opposite

end

of

the table ( about

4

chairs

away).

Panella was across from him. The

Chief went on to explain how one day when he was an LA patrol deputy, he heard
some noise coming from a farm area nearby and he went to investigate. When he
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big black dude butt fucking a sheep". As he got into that
portion of the story, he actually changed his voice in an effort to imitate an African
American male and started moving his body in the chair. He was in uniform. The
restaurant was crowded because it was the lunch rush hour; the topic was quickly
changed because the story was way over the top and completely out of line and
arrived,

he

said, "

I

saw

this

Commander Chapman returned and Al Panella was red faced and

unprofessional.

shaking his head, still dwelling on the sheep story. Commander Chapman, said,
What did I miss?" Panella said, you don' t want to know. It is unknown if Deputy
Chief Panella said anything to the Chief, but Knauerhaze mentioned to Panella that it
was a bit out of hand.

In January 2019, was Knauerhaze' s first week in the Professional Standards Unit,
Sgt. Esqueda and he were discussing conduct and other complaints that come across

his desk. Being new in the unit, Knauerhaze told him his philosophy on conduct and
Esqueda said it was refreshing to hear. Esqueda commented that sometimes even
the Chief shocks him when he talks. Knauerhaze asked for an example and was told

that recently the Chief came in and was talking to all of them about his weekend.
The Chief said he was dancing at a party and there were many black people in
attendance. He had a hard time keeping up with them because they are just born to
dance ( or something similar). PSO Gray was present and looked shocked and turned
around and walked away. Her longtime boyfriend [ Kevin] is black and lives with her.
On January 22, 2019, Knauerhaze spoke with Gray about the above incident and she
confirmed that it did occur; and thought it was insensitive. She told Knauerhaze

about another incident when they were designing a recruitment poster and Officer
Kees Davis' s photo was used. She said Chief Ornelas looked at Davis' s photo and
his " Jheri

She knows Davis has naturally curly hair and jheri
curl is slang. She thought this was offensive; but it corroborated what Kellee Wells
commented

on

curl".

told her about an incident she witnessed. She said Wells told her about the Chief

telling her his son' s propensity to date" black girls" or" tan" as she described and
that the Chief seemed dismayed by his son' s choice in women. Knauerhaze has not
spoken

to Kellee about this incident.

OTHER

Nicknames

Calls Jorge

QUESTIONABLE

CONDUCT

from the Chief:

Perez (

pronounced

George), ` Jorje'

Calls Miguel Gradilla " Miguelito",
Calls Peter Mach, ` Pedro'.

which means little Miguel

Peter is married

to a Latina

woman.

Misuse of Authority:
At the management meeting where sergeant promotions were discussed, the Chief

made it clear that diversity is needed. The candidate' s names were on the
Phuong Pham in the # 1 position ( although not# 1 on the list). Almost
everyone disagreed with promoting Phuong Pham, the Chief promoted him to

whiteboard,
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sergeant. This was done solely because he was Vietnamese and it was thought the
department needed to promote him although he was far from qualified when

compared to others who had applied. Pham was most recently disciplined for
failing to supervise while he was a corporal. At this meeting and others involving
promotions,

the Chief would

have those in attendance

write on the board in a point

system like manner who they felt he should pick for promotion. Knauerhaze thought
this was a terrible idea since the candidates had already gone through a lengthy
process and were on a ranked list. Thousands of dollars were spent on this process
CPS HR Consultants).

Knauerhaze left the meeting and told Deputy Chief Collins
and the Chief that it should not be done this way because it boils down to a
popularity contest and stops being about merit. The process reeks of cronyism and
is fraught with liability. This was covered in the OIR extensively and the crux of
previous lawsuits lost by WPD.
MORE

Showed

BAD CONDUCT

up (

on

duty)

BY THE CHIEF:

to a call to check on officers

with a cigar

in his

mouth. ( against

policy)

Frequently walks around with his gun un- holstered and in his waistband. Unsafe
and against policy. He could drop his gun or be easily disarmed; which is why there
are holsters.

Has pulled over motorists for traffic violations with no safety equipment ( i. e., vest,
less lethal weapons, body cam or recorder) A commander has been given discipline
a day off) for similar conduct. Policy makes it mandatory to have this equipment.
Knauerhaze has mentioned this to the Chief and he argues with him and others
about the matter ( more conduct that has resulted in retaliation).

Stopped a man on 13th St. to enforce a minor law violation ( WMC) with no safety
equipment and confronted the suspect. He then requested back- up when suspect
became uncooperative. Officers arrived and caught the incident on body cam.
Corporal Fletcher brought the call up in the staff meeting as a matter of discussion
and the Chief denied he took any enforcement action and became angry. Obviously,

several sergeants had seen the video and felt he lied to everyone in the meeting to
cover himself.

Handpicked

two sergeants

and

a commander (

Upstill), all football and Chargers

fans, and took them to a game on- duty (in uniform) in LA to allegedly show them
how his friend at the LA Sheriffs planned this event. He let them in and gave them

full field access. This created overtime in patrol and some officers were upset they

were not handpicked for this event. California POST offers a planning course, which
many have attended. There are no sporting venues in Westminster and Knauerhaze
has never in his career been asked to assist at one.
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Invited a friend and confidant ( retired LA Sheriff Commander Rothens) to
Westminster

to pitch

a new product

called

the

Bolawrap. [ Rothens

does not work at

LASD anymore since he was involved in an auto theft scandal where he was found

buying a high- end stolen sports car from an LA tow yard for pennies on the dollar.
The tow yard was owned by a personal friend- article on Google]. Although most all
agree the product is an albatross, the Chief has committed to testing it in patrol and
a policy had to be created. Westminster is the only agency in Orange County using
this device and even the arrest and control staff think it' s useless. The Chief was told

this but he insists on using it and continues to deal with Rothens.
During active shooter training at many schools ( specifically Blessed Sacrament), the

Chief was seen by Knauerhaze, Commander Lauderback and Sgt. Gump trying to sell
staff members a product that locks school doors. This product was invented by his
friend. When Knauerhaze inquired about it, the Chief got nervous and took the

crowd to a different location to continue the discussion of the product away from
Knauerhaze.
that, is

Commander Lauderback

he really pitching his friend' s

even

whispered

product?" --

to Knauerhaze, "

A clear ethics violation

He can' t do
under

department policy.
Background and hiring of Deputy Chief Branuelas and his son- in- law, John
Mullen: Mullen has only been in the United States for a few years. He was born and
raised in England and came here to marry Branuelas' s daughter. When he applied,
he had no high school diploma, even though he said he did on his application. Upon
review, it does not appear his background was completed ( no investigation was
done for his time in England,

essentially

his

whole

life). He also has no verified high

school education and was allowed to get his GED during the hiring process. The
minimum qualifications for the position of Police Officer is a HS diploma or GED.

Branuelas' s background was done in record time- 8 working days. Backgrounds
typically take weeks, sometimes months. Upon review, the background appears
altered and incomplete. No Psych or polygraph test was conducted. He has been
retired

since

2012

and

no

longer has

a

POST

certificate—

yet weighs in on all police

operations. Knauerhaze suspects these backgrounds were pushed through by the
Chief as he has the ultimate decision of who gets hired at WPD. There are many
examples of the Chief changing the rules to hire friends or friends of friends.
Sergeant Esqueda, Commander Chapman, Officer Archambault, Deputy Chief Collins,
and Deputy Chief Lauderback all know this and have complained about this several
times. In most cases they tried to stand up against his poor conduct related to
recruitment. It is easier to get hired at WPD if you know someone.

On January 22, 2019 at around 1: 30 PM, the Chief called Knauerhaze into his office
and talked to him about the employee, J. P. investigation, which involved alleged
sexual harassment of employee K. W. He gave Knauerhaze a list of questions he
wanted to make sure were asked. Knauerhaze
approach

at

getting

complied but reiterated his objective

the facts. He told Knauerhaze, "

It doesn' t look good, I believe

K.W." Knauerhaze told the Chief that he had not made any judgments on the matter
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and will remain impartial for the fairness of everyone involved. Knauerhaze left his

office feeling as though the Chief had already made up his mind on the case. The
chief is the final decision maker of discipline up to and including termination.
CONCLUSION

This department has never resolved past issues of retaliation and discrimination.

The Chief is a detriment to the community and to the fine men and women who
serve them each day. The Chief is a sworn police official and makes racially biased
comments

that

offend

our own

police

officers.

Knauerhaze has been retaliated against, discriminated against, and harassed by
Chief Ornelas. This claim is not inclusive to everything Knauerhaze has witnessed
and does not scratch the surface on other complaints currently manifesting against
Ornelas by other WPD employees.
This conduct was reported to Human Resources approximately two weeks ago,
many of those witnesses are on promotional lists and may fear retaliation if they
testify against him. He has also been actively communicating with his confidant
Branuelas ( contractor/ consultant/ part- time) who also remains at WPD. Since this

conduct has been reported, Branuelas has already begun to exclude Knauerhaze
from meetings and limits communication with him in his Internal Affairs capacity.
No part- time contractor should have this power and access to WPD and its

employees. Knauerhaze is now documenting 3rd party retaliation from Branuelas
since he now knows that Knauerhaze reports on his best friend, Ornelas.

Further, Knauerhaze is seeking damages for his incurred loss of income; emotional

distress; and humiliation. This past year has been extremely difficult for
Knauerhaze, and he has been asked by his peers and counterparts in Law
Enforcement if there was something that he did to the Chief to not be selected as the
next Deputy Chief. To which he replied that he has no knowledge of doing anything
to him.
Knauerhaze continues to work in a hostile work environment with the Chief and his

best friend ( Branuelas) close by ( same floor, next office over).
Knauerhaze has lost weight and sleep from the stress this has caused and has sought
counseling through the employee assistance program. His family has noticed a
change

in him and are worried.

As you can see by the theme of this claim, Chief Ornelas is a man with anger issues
and has a difficult time dealing with conflict. Knauerhaze fears what the Chief may
be capable of as he often takes on a " mafia" like persona when he is mad and talks

about growing up Italian in New York. As many have witnessed, they have been told
that he is " not afraid to roll around in the grass" if it comes to that ( ask Mark
Lauderback

about

this common

statement).
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In early January 2019, at lunch, the

Chief also told Deputy Chief Panella and Knauerhaze a story about how he and his
peers used intimidation
the BALL

DRAG.

at LA Sheriffs

Department.

He dubbed

the intimidation

as

Ornelas described the BALL DRAG as a process where he and his

peers would make the deputy victim lay across a locker room bench, hold them
down, and another naked deputy would slowly drag their bare testicles over the
victim' s face. This is your Chief of Police.
When Knauerhaze complained to HR, an investigation started into the Chief and he

was placed on paid administrative leave. After the Chief supposedly decides to
retire after his years of service, the City removes a promotion list for which he is a
candidate and duly qualified as the number one candidate. The removal of the
promotional list was only announced to five command staff members in an indexed
briefing ( IB) that typically includes all employees-- a perceived attempt to keep all
police employees in the dark about the retaliatory measure. In the last five years,
approximately six extensions for promotional lists and special assignments have
been granted for various reasons— the captains list, suddenly rescinded.
Knauerhaze' s work conditions continue to diminish from week to week since he

reported the police chiefs misconduct. Human Resources, led by Director Sanders,
no longer takes his phone calls and also shuns Knauerhaze' s staff. He and his staff

call human resources regarding important matters affecting all employees and when
there is no answer, Commander Knauerhaze and his sergeant have to walk to city
hall and discover all of the human resource employees at their desk( 3 employees,

one intern) obviously ignoring their calls. Knauerhaze' s sergeant has even
commented that it obvious human resources and city hall are punishing Knauerhaze
and his staff, since some of them were also witnesses in the chiefs investigation.

Knauerhaze' s staff has also been given new and unprecedented work that they have
never seen before including but not limited to; the handling of police applicant' s
medical appeals ( all HIPAA protected) and coordination with medical professionals.

This is a task that the city' s hiring authority, human resources, should be handling,
like all other cities, police staff should not know the details about their employees
and applicants medical records and their disabilities.

Knauerhaze was also left in

the dark about the return of a police employee that was on administrative leave
Gradilla, an employee mentioned in Knauerhaze' s original complaint against the

chief). He only found out about his return when another patrol commander called
him at home and told him. Knauerhaze would later discover an unknown member of
command

staff entered

his locked

office and removed

Gradilla' s badge

and gun and

returned it to him without Knauerhaze' s knowledge. Again, this is not normal,
Knauerhaze, the Internal Affairs Commander, should have been aware of this

activity and departitient members should not be able to freely enter his locked office
where sensitive materials are located without at minimum notifying him.
Knauerhaze wants the conduct to stop and also wants his employees protected from
this

conduct

as well.
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Although Knauerhaze has inquired about the disposition of his complaint to the city
about the chief' s harassment, there has been no clear answer. Knauerhaze was a

cooperative victim in this case and deserves to know the outcome since many city

employee' s know he is a ` whistleblower'. This is well supported by the fact
Knauerhaze was interviewed in the city council breakroom, with clear and large
glass windows that face the public and his fellow employees. Multiple employees

no less than 6) entered his audiotaped interview which was extremely
uncomfortable. One employee, the city manager' s assistant, actually entered the
interview and slowly stocked the refrigerator with groceries while she stared at
Knauerhaze, the city attorney and his investigator. Numerous items of confidential
material were strewn about the interview table for anyone in the room to glance at.

Knauerhaze has been a qualified candidate since he was improperly passed up for
promotion for Panella who was promoted to pad his retirement [ and has since
retired].

His whistleblowing of the Chief and his ripping off of the department has

cost him once again the ability to promote. The City continues to engage in
retaliatory behavior towards him because he exposed wrongdoing within the
department.

Knauerhaze seeks damages for his claims of retaliation, harassment, hostile work
environment, discrimination, under FEHA and under Labor Code Section 1102. 5.

The Chief and his management team have engaged in a conspiracy to undermine the
Department and to make examples of others. There are numerous witnesses to

these issues. The damages sought by Knauerhaze in the Superior Court (in excess of
1, 000, 000) are claimed in addition to punitive damages against the individuals
involved in this malicious,

fraudulent

and inappropriate
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conduct.

